The Cartan control problem of the quantum circuits discussed from the differential geometry point of view. Abstract unitary transformations of SU (2 n ) are realized physically in the projective Hilbert state space CP (2 n − 1) of the n-qubit system. Therefore the Cartan decomposition of the algebra AlgSU (2 n − 1) into orthogonal subspaces h and b such that
Introduction
The optimal quantum state evolution is one of the most important problem in quantum computations [1] . Physically it comprises the minimization of the time to synthesize desirable Hamiltonian capable unitary connect initial and target quantum states. The important achievement on this way is the understanding the invariant (geometry) properties of the unitary group [2] . I mean the factorization of unitary transformation according to the Cartan's decomposition of the algebra AlgSU (N ).
If we take traceless hermitian matrices like Pauli, Gell-Mann one sees that they may be divided in two subsets h and b such that [ 
The h direction in algebra correspond to isotropy subgroup of some state vector, i.e. unitary transformations that leave this state vector intact. The b direction correspond coset transformations which deform the chosen state vector. For each given N = 2 n one could build N 2 − 1 = 2 2n − 1 traceless "basis" matrices that may be divided in two sub-sets h and b. One should remember, however, that the Cartan decomposition of interaction Hamiltonians treated as "a physical resource" [1] has the physical sense only in respect with initially chosen state vector. Therefore the parametrization of these decomposition is [3, 4, 5] . It means that physically it is interesting not abstract unitary group relations but realization of the unitary group transformations resulting in motion of the pure quantum states represented by rays in projective Hilbert space.
The Hamiltonian control problem for initial and target states
The Hamiltonian control problem was initially formulated by M.A. Nielsen [6] .
Recently it it was reformulated to the "quantum control problem" [1] as synthesis of given n-qubit unitary U ∈ SU (2 n ) by the application of some time dependent Hamiltonian H(t) ∈ AlgSU (2 n ) during time T so that the total cost D(U, H) = T 0 C(U, H)dt is minimized with so-called cost function C(U, H). This cost function was chosen with help "Cartan control problem". I however propose to simplify this problem even more so that in this framework "the physical interpretation of n-qubit Cartan control problem for n > 2 is not as transparent" [1] . Hereafter I will use for simplicity the symbol N assuming N = 2 n where it is necessary. Taking into account that only quantum states have physical sense I propose to estimate "the cost" as a geodesic distance between initial and target quantum states in the projective Hilbert space CP (N − 1) endowed by Fubini-Study metric [2] . In fact it is possible and reasonable because the cost of isotropy group H = U (1) × U (N − 1) action is not simply negligible in comparison with the coset CP (N − 1) = S[U (N )/U (1) × U (N − 1)] action but identically equal to zero. Isotropy group of the initially chosen vector acts only as gauge transformations whereas the coset transformations represent "quantum force" deforming quantum state [3] . Theorem 1. For arbitrary N the "squeezing" unitary transformation U ∈ SU (N ) may be represented by N − 1 quantum gates acting step-by-step on N − 1 qubits.
Proof. Let me assume that we have two state vectors |A >, |B >∈ C N . Applying step-by-step the "squeezing ansatz" [4] , say to initial vector
one may reduce it to the form
I will apply now the "squeezing ansatz" to vector |A >. The first "squeezing" unitary matrix iŝ
This transformation being applied to our |A > with the following result
Now one should solve two "equations of annihilation" of ℜ(−a N −1 e −iψ1 sin φ 1 + a N cos φ 1 ) = 0 and ℑ(−a N −1 e −iψ1 sin φ 1 + a N cos φ 1 ) = 0 in order to eliminate the the last row. This gives us φ ′ 1 and ψ ′ 1 . The next step is the similar transformation given by the unitary matrix with the diagonally shifted up the transformation block
and the similar calculation of ψ
Generally one should make N − 1 steps in order to annulate N − 1 elements of the |A >. It is easy to see that each step of the "squeezing" is action of the unitary gate from SU (2) acting on a qubit intentionally chosen in some complex direction. Therefore one of the possible set of gates transformation of arbitrary state vector to first vector of the "standard" basis is established.
It is clear that these transformations of the isotropy group of |1 > are not optimal since they act at the first N − 2 steps as "zigzag" motions for alignment of z|1 > and |A > along the geodesic in CP (N − 1). Only the final step belongs to the coset transformation are optimal since drags almost "squeezed" state vector to z|1 > along geodesic of CP (1) ⊂ CP (N − 1) [3, 4] . Theorem 2. It is possible to connect two normalized state vectors by one unitary coset transformation generating motion along CP (N − 1) geodesic.
Proof. It is enough to prove this statement for two states, say, now for |1 > and |B >.
Let me write the normalized state vector |B > in the local coordinates
as follows:
where
For 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 one has
i.e. CP (N − 1) is embedded in the Hilbert space H = C N . Hereafter I will suppose R = 1 and j = 0. The real measurement assumes some interaction of the measurement device and incoming state. If we assume for simplicity that incoming state is |1 > then all its isotropy group transformations arose from its H-subalgebra will leave it intact. The time-independent HamiltonianĤ B may be represented by the re-scaled "quantum force" matrix
generating coset unitary transformations represented by the matrix
where g = N −1 s=1 |f s | 2 will effectively to variate the incoming state |1 > dragging it along one of the geodesic in CP (N − 1) toward final state (7) [3, 5] . This matrix describe the process of the transition from one pure state to another, in particular between two states connected by the geodesiĉ
. .
This vector being compared with the vector (7) gives after simple algebra following solution:
This result solves in fact the "decision problem" for string of any length N by acceptable "cost" C = gτ ≤ π/2 (see Figure 1 ) and polynomial time T + τ , where T ∝ N is time of the squeezing procedure. Note, that τ even decreases with the rise of the "polarization" x = N −1 s=1 |π s | 2 above some threshold x ≈ 1.39, that so T max (1.39) ≈ 0.8h W where W is energetic scale characterizing all dynamics (see Figure 2 ).
Local dynamical variables represented by vector fields
The algorithm proposed above concerns the control by time-independent but final-state-dependent HamiltonianĤ B , since (10) with f i = W h π i should be The method of control given above is applicable in the semi-classical regime when the reaction of quantum state on the external field and inertial properties of quantum state are negligible. But when uniliteral interaction is non-realistic and stiff control is not acceptable, arises more complicated problem of the dynamical control with self-consistent interaction. Dynamical quantum control is nothing but self-interaction in combined system "quantum state + control field".
Let me return now to the "quantum control problem" [6] as synthesis of given n-qubit unitary U ∈ SU (N ) by the application of some time dependent HamiltonianĤ(t) ∈ AlgSU (N ) during time T ,
The synthesis of unitary matrix U ∈ SU (N ) in formulation of [6] from time dependent HamiltonianĤ(t) ∈ AlgSU (N ) during time T is very complicated since has not generally exact solution and requires exponential time to achieve acceptable accuracy. I propose to solve more "flexible" problem: to find not only time-dependent but state-dependent Hamiltonian vector field on CP (N − 1). It correspond to the problem of affine gauge field formulated in [7, 8, 9] .
Interaction of any "filter"Ĥ with incoming quantum state |Ψ > depends 
comprise of non-holonomic overloaded basis of CP (N − 1) [3] . This maps the unitary group SU (N ) onto the base manifold CP (N − 1). Now one may introduce Hamiltonian vector field as a tangent vector fields
whose control functions Ω σ (τ ) may be found under the condition of selfconservation expressed as affine parallel transport of Hamiltonian vector field
σ agrees with Fubini-Study metric
The problem of finding "control functions" Ω σ (τ ) treated in the context of gauge field application as surrounding fields of quantum lump was discussed in [8, 9] . This approach requires future investigation and development in respect with signals propagation in quantum circuits too.
Summary
It is shown that two arbitrary normalizable vectors in C N may be connected by series of unitary transformation in polynomial time T ∝ N + τ with acceptable "cost" C = gτ ≤ π/2.
